The Complexity of Basic Complex Operations. It is well-known that the product of two complex numbers X+iY and U+iV requires exactly 3 real mid. We study the algebraic complexity of several other operations from the repertoire of complex arithmetic. We show, for instance, that complex inversion requires exactly 4 m/d and that general complex division requires at least 5 mid. For the latter problem an upperbound of 6 m/el is known, leaving some speculation as to its precise complexity.
Introduction
Given a set of formulae {~bl, ..., qS.}, algebraic complexity theory concerns itself with the question to assess good (or even perfect) lower-and upperbounds on the number of operations needed to evaluate the joint formulae. In this paper we shall investigate the number of real multiplications and divisions (mid for short) required to compute the following basic operations from the repertoire of complex arithmetic, assuming that each complex number involved is initially given by means of its real and imaginary part: a) (X+ilO(U+iV)
It is well-known that a) requires exactly 3 m/d. It was first proved by Munro [-8] and Winograd [14] and has become a common example in several textbooks (see e.g. Aho, Hopcroft and Ullman [-1]). Strictly speaking only the need for 3 multiplications is usually proved, the case in which divisions are allowed as well requires a more careful argument.
It is usually left unobserved that one can save operations over the straightforward algorithm even when evaluating b), c) and d). An algorithm of Smith [-9 ] dating back to 1962 already demonstrates that complex divisions can be performed using only 6 mid. The following expressions clearly indicate how b), c) and d) can be evaluated using only 4, 4 and 6 m/d respectively:
Having formulated a) through d) as the evaluation of particular pairs of rational functions in X, Y, U and V, it is natural to ask if we can do any better than the number of m/d each of the given expressions suggests. Whereas there are scores of useful criteria known for multiplicative complexity, there are only a few which work when divisions are allowed and which give sufficiently accurate estimates in this case. We shall prove the following: With an upperbound of 6, our result for d) leaves room for some speculation about the true algebraic complexity of complex division.
While the results are of interest by themselves and further at least our knowledge of the "complexity" of complex arithmetic, we should emphasize that our study aims primarily at understanding some of the mathematical complications involved when proving tight lowerbounds for concrete rational formulae. Hence we shall pay some attention to the particular techniques we employ in the proofs, as their usefulness may extend beyond the scope of the present paper.
Straight-Line Computations
It is important that a precise concept of "computation" is agreed upon, in order that we can meaningfully define the notion of algebraic complexity. We shall briefly review the framework commonly adopted for this purpose (see e.g. Aho, Hopcroft and Ullman [1] or Borodin and Munro [-4] ).
Let F be a field of char 0 and {xl, ..., Xk} a set of independent (and commuting) indeterminates. A straight-line program zc is any finite sequence of instructions
in which for each 1 < i < r lil (112) is either a scalar (from F), an indeterminate or an s t for some 1 <j < i and opl is any one from a (usually bounded) set of permissible operations.
We shall always choose operations from { +, -,.,/}. Each si can be identified with the rational function in {xl, ..., Xk} it "computes". A straight-line program rc is said to compute a set of formulae {~bl, ..., qS,} if each ~bj figures as the associated function of at least one step of 7r.
It is common practice to contract additions, subtractions, scalar multiplications and divisions by scalars, such that straight-line programs can be redefined as finite sequences
in which for some r' < r and all 1 < i < r' lil(li2) is some F-linear combination of x~ to Xk and s~ to si_l, and opt is in {.,/}, with both operands non-scalar when opi=. and at least the denominator non-scalar when opt =/, and the last r-r' steps are merely additive or scalar. We shall only "count" the first r' steps and ignore the remaining.
Definition:
The algebraic complexity of a set of formulae {q51 ..... ~b,} is the smallest number of counted steps a straight-line program computing the joint formulae can have.
Few techniques are known to determine lowerbounds on the (algebraic) complexity of given sets of rational functions. The only general criterion we know is due to Strassen [10] ; other useful observations are made in e.g. Kung [-7] and Strassen [11] . We shall try to lift some of the considerations known from polynomial complexity to the present domain of rational function complexity. We shall first give a careful extension of the known technique of elimination of indeterminates.
Let us call xj an "essential" constituent of {q51, ..., ~b,} if there is a 1 <i<n such that no a ~ F can make ~b~-a xj become fully independent of xj. It means that xj is essential just when in any straight-line program for {q~, ..., 4),}, xj must occur in some nontrivial (i. e. nonscalar) multiplication or division. Proof: Consider an arbitrary, contracted straight-line program 7z computing {q~l, ..., ~b,} using precisely r m/d. Look for the first counted step
S i ~-lit oPi li2
in which xj occurs. There are two cases to consider.
. Clearly one of the operands (at least) must be of the form ~ xj+R', for some nonzero ~ ~ F and rational function R' only depending on {x 1 .... , xj_l, xj+l, ..., Xk}. e--R' Substituting x j:--will trivialize the step into a scalar multiplication by e, which can subsequently be absorbed to obtain a new contracted straight-line program ~z' using one multiplication less than n ... provided we were careful enough to choose e such that no later divisions did become singular. Since F is infinite, there is an ample supply of e's that will do.
This time we must examine both 1~1 and l~, and conclude that s~ must be of the form
where at least one of a, fl ~ F is nonzero and R', R" again are rational functions in indeterminates :p xj. Substituting
will trivialize s i into a scalar and again eliminate a counted step from re, provided we choose e carefully to keep later divisions from becoming singular. Such e can again be found.
[] A second and extremely useful technique can be to show that all (non-trivial) linear combinations of ~b 1 to qS, must remain "hard". The following lemma is intimately related to the various "rank theorems" known in the literature (see e.g. Winograd [13] , van Leeuwen and van Emde Boas [12] , Fiduccia and Zalcstein [5] , also Borodin and Munro [4] ) and is originally due to Fiduccia (cf. [6] [] As we can sometimes reason more easily about single forms than we can about sets, lemma 2.2 can be extremely versatile. Alt and van Leeuwen [2] have indicated how the lemma leads to a completely elementary proof of the fact that general products in n-dimensional algebras A always need > 2 n-1 multiplications, provided that A contains no zero-divisors (a result originally proved by more sophisticated means in Fiduccia and Zalcstein [5] , van Leeuwen and van Emde Boas [12] and Winograd [15] ). We shall use it to prove the one result about complex arithmetic known until now (Winograd [14] ), this time in an elementary ma.nner. Assume F is a real field.
Theorem 2.3: The product of X + i Y and U + i V requires 3 mid.
Proof: Recall that the task consists of evaluating the following formulae
XU-YV X V+ YU
It is well-known that 3 mid suffice. 
Complexity of Division and Other Basic Operations
We prolong our assumption that F be a real field throughout this section. The proof that complex product requires 3 mid made use of the paradigm suggested before: an overly optimistic upperbound assumption allowed us to contrive a single form whose complexity would not exceed 1 re~d, but had to.
If we try a similar argument for other sets of formulae, then it is unlikely that we can reduce it down to a case similar in simplicity. We shall attempt to go one level higher and characterize the formulae computable using at most 2 mid. The expressions we can now obtain as a result must be of the form
I t oc l t + 12 13
Y ~2 +~5 fl lt +12 l~ § P and (hence) can be written as for some polynomial P. All expres-12 (fl It + 12 14) sions of this sort fit the most general case allowed for in the statement of our lemma.
[] The proof of lemma 3.1 shows not every expression of type It (12 13 + 14) will occur as a denominator but we do not need a more precise assertion. The case-analysis could be extended to straight-line programs which use more m/d, although the "type" of expressions becomes increasingly unmanageable. (Hence one should switch to a degree-argument; compare .)
The given characterizatiotL can be rephrased as follows. In the formulation we rely on familiarity with the ~zoncept of polynomial divisibility. and read it as saying that the right-hand side of the equality must be purely polynomial. As Q1 cannot (by assumption) absorb the denominator or even any of its nonscalar factors (!), we conclude that PI 02 RI 11 (12 13 + 14) must be polynomial. Since P= Q~. R1, it means that Q1 must divide P.
[] The lemma gives an exact account of one's intuition that rational functions computable in < 2 mid cannot have too complicated factors in their denominator, unless they can be divided out of the expression.
We now have all tools available to prove our lowerbounds on the complexity of the remaining operations from the basic repertoire of complex arithmetic. We shall treat complex inversion first, as it is simple and gives an immediate example of the use of lemma 3.2 as stated. It would mean that 0~ f2+flJ
while the matrix involved is nonsingular (F is real !). Contradiction.
If P :~ 0, then (,) can be satisfied only when
Uz § P.
Likewise (**) can be satisfied only when
U2 §
as we have just seen that the linear factor in the expression on the right can never be zero (which would have been the only possibility to preclude that 
U2 + V2 I Q). It follows that

Conclusion
We have investigated the algebraic complexity of several sets of rational functions, as they present themselves in a number of basic operations from complex arithmetic. The results are summarized in the following chart. 
